THE CATERER PRODUCT EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2015
MICROWAVES & COMBI’S CATEGORY:
SHARP R1900M COMMERCIAL MICROWAVE
The Sharp R1900M is a compact microwave with a big offering! With an extra heavy duty 1900W
output, 21 litre capacity and 100 pre-programmable memory, it’s easy to see why it’s the choice of
the UK’s leading operators – Nandos, Café Rouge & Bella Italia to name a few!
Ideal where high output and extra capacity is required, the R1900M is the perfect choice for
contract caterers, pub chains and larger restaurants. Made from stylish stainless steel, this
machine has been solidly engineered to withstand the heaviest of uses, backed up by a
comprehensive 36 month on-site warranty.
With a high maximum output of 1900W, a vast menu can be reheated with speed and
unsurpassed cooking performance – twin stirrers ensure perfect results time after time. 100 preprogrammable memory settings - with digital read out - ensure ease of use, even for unskilled
operators. This large database of memory settings allows for menu control across multi sited
operations, helping to guarantee consistency of shared menu items.
Offering maximum flexibility in a busy commercial kitchen environment, the R1900M has been
cleverly designed to keep external dimensions compact, whilst maintaining a large internal
capacity of 21 litres - able to accept 2x 1/3 gastronorm dishes side by side.
Where additional capacity is needed, the unit can be safely stacked one on top of the other. This is
where Sharp’s unique ‘dual control’ function comes to the fore - an industry first that ensures
operators can access either touch pad safely for full control of each unit when stacked.
Additional features include a Triple and Double Quantity Facility at the touch of a button, Express
Defrost technology and 3 Stage Cooking ability, which all combine to offer even greater versatility.
Another major advantage is that the R1900M is a ‘plug & go’ machine, operating from a single 13
amp power supply, keeping the unit energy efficient and eco friendly.
The R1900M is a must for any site needing a truly heavy duty output with incredible speed - a real
kitchen work horse packed full of innovative features to cater for any need.
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R H Hall are the Sole UK & Eire Distributor for the Sharp Commercial range of Microwave
Ovens
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